DATE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2007
TO: AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL AKC DELEGATES
FROM: THE SENIOR CONFORMATION JUDGES ASSOCIATION (SCJA)

Subject: Article XIX - AKC Delegates’ Sole Power to Make the Rules Governing AKC
Dog Shows and Field Trials and the Clubs or Associations Formed to Conduct
Them

In May 2006, the AKC Board of Directors passed an ill-conceived and unauthorized
“policy” affecting all AKC judges. The SCJA Board of Directors took positive action both in
writing and by lobbying the AKC Delegates to object to the AKC Board disregarding the AKC
Delegates “by usurping the sole power” of the AKC Delegate Body to make or change an AKC
rule.
At an official AKC Delegate meeting, the Delegates were informed by the Vice Chairman
that the SCJA position covered in SCJA’s June 9, 2006 open letter was dead wrong, and
consequently, the AKC Board failed to take immediate action. The SCJA continued the uphill
struggle and worked with a number of AKC Delegates and others to convince the AKC Board
to change their policy. Subsequently, after repeated letters from the SCJA and objections from
many individuals and three AKC Board votes on the policy, the AKC Board did revoke part of
the policy.
Concerned about the welfare of the sport as a whole and with donations from its members,
the SCJA obtained a legal opinion from a prestigious national law firm which is enclosed. We
suggest each Delegate read it. It clearly vindicates SCJA’s original declaration and affirms
unequivocally that the AKC Delegates have the “sole” power to change rules according to the
authority vested to them in ARTICLE XIX of AKC’s bylaws.
This power of the Delegates to make or change AKC rules applies to any and all rules
governing AKC dog shows. Some of the Delegates have pointed out that this is an important
issue at this time since they believe it applies equally to recording fees and event service fees.
(These fees are certainly connected to dog shows and events.) This being the case, the
Delegates were again ignored. The enclosed independent legal opinion clearly substantiates
the Delegates’ power and the SCJA’s original position covered in our June 9, 2006 open letter
to all AKC Delegates (posted on our web site www.scja.org).
We have one other issue that must be addressed. At an official meeting of the Delegates, it
was reported that all three national judges groups attended a meeting on the subject of judges’
education with the AKC Judges Department. The report left the Delegates with the impression
that the SCJA had actually attended such a meeting recently, and worse, that the SCJA had
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concurred with all the new provisions for judges’ education. In fact, the last such actual
meeting took place in St. Louis, MO on June 10, 1998 and was attended by two members from
each of the three national judges groups, the AKC Judges Department and the then-AKC
President, Al Cheauré. Subsequent to this erroneous report to the Delegates, the SCJA sent a
letter requesting a correction. However, to date no correction has been issued.
When the SCJA made a second request for a correction, we were advised that the report
was referring to telephone conversations and information conversations at dog shows and
other canine events between the SCJA CEO and AKC staffers. We want to reiterate that
these conversations do not constitute a “meeting”. Concerning the judges approval process,
the SCJA is on record saying that we can no longer apply band-aids to fix a problem that
requires major surgery.
The SCJA, along with a majority of AKC judges, and from what we hear even a few AKC
Board members, believe that the current bureaucratic and unrealistic judges approval process
needs to be completely overhauled. We suggest a committee be appointed consisting of two
representatives from each of the three national judges groups together with a judge at large
appointed by the AKC Board develop a rational process built on the fundamental principle that
the best way to learn to judge a breed is to have the opportunity to judge it. Realizing as well,
considering life’s endeavors, judging dogs is not on the same level as the requirements to
perform cardiac surgery or flying to the moon.
Chapter 7 of AKC’s rules clearly outlines the requirements to be an AKC judge. ARTICLE
XIX unequivocally mandates that any changes be approved by the Delegate Body. ARTICLE
IX mandates that the AKC Board of Directors must comply with all provisions of the bylaws.
We respectfully request the Delegate Body assert the authority granted them by the AKC’s
bylaws, and that the AKC Board members start listening to the Delegates who elect them.
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